
PRELIMINARIES

Referencing. References are by chapter, section and subsection: i.j.k
refers to subsection k of section j in chapter i . Theorems and the like
are referred to, not by number, but by their names or the number of
the subsection they appear in. Equations are numbered within a chapter
where necessary; reference to equation n in section j is in the form “(j.n)”.
Mathematical notation. Definitional equivalence or equality (accord-
ing to context) is written :=. Application of terms is left associative,
and lambda abstraction binds stronger than application. For example,
MNK means (MN )K and notM (NK), and �xMN means (�xM )N , not
�x(MN ). We also sometimes save on parentheses by writing, e.g., Rxyz,
Rt0t1t2 instead of R(x, y, z), R(t0, t1, t2), where R is some predicate sym-
bol. Similarly for a unary function symbol with a (typographically) simple
argument, we write fx for f(x), etc. In this case no confusion will arise.
But readability requires that we write in full R(fx, gy, hz), instead of
Rfxgyhz. Binary function and relation symbols are usually written in
infix notation, e.g., x+y instead of +(x, y), and x < y instead of<(x, y).
We write t �= s for ¬(t = s) and t �< s for ¬(t < s).
Logical formulas. We use the notation →, ∧, ∨, ⊥, ¬A, ∀xA, ∃xA,
where ⊥ means logical falsity and negation is defined (most of the time)
by¬A := A→ ⊥. Note that the bound variable in a quantifier iswritten as
a subscript—the authors believe this to be typographically more pleasing.
Bounded quantifiers are written like ∀i<nA. In writing formulas we save
on parentheses by assuming that ∀, ∃,¬ bind more strongly than ∧,∨, and
that in turn∧,∨ bindmore strongly than→,↔ (whereA↔ B abbreviates
(A → B) ∧ (B → A)). Outermost parentheses are also usually dropped.
Thus A ∧ ¬B → C is read as ((A ∧ (¬B)) → C ). In the case of iterated
implications we sometimes use the short notation

A1 → A2 → · · · → An−1 → An for
A1 → (A2 → · · · → (An−1 → An) . . . ).
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Chapter 1

LOGIC

The main subject of Mathematical Logic is mathematical proof. In this
introductory chapter we deal with the basics of formalizing such proofs
and, via normalization, analysing their structure. The system we pick for
the representation of proofs is Gentzen’s natural deduction from [1935].
Our reasons for this choice are twofold. First, as the name says this is a
natural notion of formal proof, whichmeans that the way proofs are repre-
sented corresponds very much to the way a careful mathematician writing
out all details of an argument would go anyway. Second, formal proofs
in natural deduction are closely related (via the so-called Curry–Howard
correspondence) to terms in typed lambda calculus. This provides us not
onlywith a compact notation for logical derivations (which otherwise tend
to become somewhat unmanageable tree-like structures), but also opens
up a route to applying (in part 3) the computational techniques which
underpin lambda calculus.
Apart from classical logic we will also deal with more constructive
logics: minimal and intuitionistic logic. This will reveal some interesting
aspects of proofs, e.g., that it is possible and useful to distinguish beween
existential proofs that actually construct witnessing objects, and others
that don’t.
An essential point for Mathematical Logic is to fix a formal language
to be used. We take implication → and the universal quantifier ∀ as
basic. Then the logic rules correspond precisely to lambda calculus. The
additional connectives (i.e., the existential quantifier ∃, disjunction ∨ and
conjunction∧) can then be added either as rules or as axiom schemes. It is
“natural” to treat themas rules, and that iswhatwedohere. However, later
(in chapter 7) they will appear instead as axioms formalizing particular
inductive definitions. In addition to the use of inductive definitions as
a unifying concept, another reason for that change of emphasis will be
that it fits more readily with the more computational viewpoint adopted
there.
We shall not develop sequent-style logics, except for Tait’s one-sided
sequent calculus for classical logic, it (and the associated cut elimination
process) being a most convenient tool for the ordinal analysis of classical
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6 1. Logic

theories, as done in part 2. There aremany excellent treatments of sequent
calculus in the literature and we have little of substance to add. Rather,
we concentrate on those logical issues which have interested us. This
chapter does not simply introduce basic proof theory, but in addition
there is an underlying theme: to bring out the constructive content of logic,
particularly in regard to the relationship between minimal and classical
logic. For us the latter is most appropriately viewed as a subsystem of the
former.

1.1. Natural deduction

Rules come in pairs: we have an introduction and an elimination rule
for each of the logical connectives. The resulting system is called minimal
logic; it was introduced by Kolmogorov [1932], Gentzen [1935] and Jo-
hansson [1937]. Notice that no negation is yet present. If we go on and
require ex-falso-quodlibet for the nullary propositional symbol ⊥ (“fal-
sum”) we can embed intuitionistic logic with negation as A → ⊥. To
embed classical logic, we need to go further and add as an axiom schema
the principle of indirect proof, also called stability (∀�x(¬¬R�x → R�x ) for
relation symbols R), but then it is appropriate to restrict to the language
based on →, ∀, ⊥ and ∧. The reason for this restriction is that we can
neither prove ¬¬∃xA → ∃xA nor ¬¬(A ∨ B) → A ∨ B , for there are
countermodels to both (the former is Markov’s scheme). However, we
can prove them for the classical existential quantifier and disjunction de-
fined by ¬∀x¬A and ¬A→ ¬B → ⊥. Thus we need to make a distinction
between two kinds of “exists” and two kinds of “or”: the classical ones are
“weak” and the non-classical ones “strong” since they have constructive
content. In situations where both kinds occur together we must mark the
distinction, and we shall do this by writing a tilde above the weak disjunc-
tion and existence symbols thus ∨̃, ∃̃. Of course, in a classical context this
distinction does not arise and the tilde is not necessary.
1.1.1. Terms and formulas. Let a countably infinite set {vi | i ∈ N} of

variables be given; they will be denoted by x, y, z. A first-order language
L then is determined by its signature, which is to mean the following.
(i) For every natural number n ≥ 0 a (possibly empty) set of n-ary
relation symbols (or predicate symbols). 0-ary relation symbols are
called propositional symbols. ⊥ (read “falsum”) is required as a
fixed propositional symbol. The language will not, unless stated
otherwise, contain = as a primitive. Binary relation symbols can be
marked as infix.

(ii) For every natural number n ≥ 0 a (possibly empty) set of n-ary func-
tion symbols. 0-ary function symbols are called constants. Binary
function symbols can also be marked as infix.
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1.1. Natural deduction 7

We assume that all these sets of variables, relation and function symbols
are disjoint. L is kept fixed and will only be mentioned when necessary.
Terms are inductively defined as follows.

(i) Every variable is a term.
(ii) Every constant is a term.
(iii) If t1, . . . , tn are terms and f is an n-ary function symbol with n ≥ 1,

then f(t1, . . . , tn) is a term. (If r, s are terms and ◦ is a binary
function symbol, then (r ◦ s) is a term.)

From terms one constructs prime formulas, also called atomic formulas
or just atoms: If t1, . . . , tn are terms and R is an n-ary relation symbol,
then R(t1, . . . , tn) is a prime formula. (If r, s are terms and ∼ is a binary
relation symbol, then (r ∼ s) is a prime formula.)
Formulas are inductively defined from prime formulas by

(i) Every prime formula is a formula.
(ii) If A and B are formulas, then so are (A → B) (“if A then B”),
(A ∧ B) (“A and B”) and (A ∨ B) (“A or B”).

(iii) If A is a formula and x is a variable, then ∀xA (“A holds for all x”)
and ∃xA (“there is an x such that A”) are formulas.

Negation is defined by

¬A := (A→ ⊥).

We shall often need to do induction on the height, denoted |A|, of
formulas A. This is defined as follows: |P| = 0 for atoms P, |A ◦ B | =
max(|A|, |B |)+1 for binary operators ◦ (i.e.,→,∧,∨) and | ◦A|= |A|+1
for unary operators ◦ (i.e., ∀x , ∃x).
1.1.2. Substitution, free and bound variables. Expressions E , E ′ which
differ only in the names of bound (occurrences of) variables will be re-
garded as identical. This is sometimes expressed by saying that E and E ′

are α-equal. In other words, we are only interested in expressions “mod-
ulo renaming of bound variables”. There are methods of finding unique
representatives for such expressions, e.g., the name-free terms of de Bruijn
[1972]. For the human reader such representations are less convenient, so
we shall stick to the use of bound variables.
In the definition of “substitution of expression E ′ for variable x in

expression E”, either one requires that no variable free in E ′ becomes
bound by a variable-binding operator in E , when the free occurrences of x
are replaced by E ′ (also expressed by saying that there must be no “clashes
of variables”), “E ′ is free for x in E”, or the substitution operation is
taken to involve a systematic renaming operation for the bound variables,
avoiding clashes. Having stated that we are only interested in expressions
modulo renaming bound variables, we can without loss of generality
assume that substitution is always possible.
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8 1. Logic

Also, it is never a real restriction to assume that distinct quantifier
occurrences are followed by distinct variables, and that the sets of bound
and free variables of a formula are disjoint.

Notation. “FV” is used for the (set of) free variables of an expression;
so FV(r) is the set of variables free in the term r, FV(A) the set of variables
free in formula A etc. A formula A is said to be closed if FV(A) = ∅.
E[x := r] denotes the result of substituting the term r for the variable

x in the expression E . Similarly, E[�x := �r ] is the result of simultaneously
substituting the terms �r = r1, . . . , rn for the variables �x = x1, . . . , xn,
respectively.
In a given context we shall adopt the following convention. Once a
formula has been introduced as A(x), i.e., A with a designated variable x,
we write A(r) for A[x := r], and similarly with more variables.

1.1.3. Subformulas. Unless stated otherwise, the notion of subformula
will be that defined by Gentzen.

Definition. (Gentzen) subformulas of A are defined by

(a) A is a subformula of A;
(b) if B ◦ C is a subformula of A then so are B , C , for ◦ =→,∧,∨;
(c) if ∀xB(x) or ∃xB(x) is a subformula of A, then so is B(r).

Definition. The notions of positive, negative, strictly positive subfor-
mula are defined in a similar style:

(a) A is a positive and a strictly positive subformula of itself;
(b) if B ∧C or B ∨C is a positive (negative, strictly positive) subformula
of A, then so are B , C ;

(c) if ∀xB(x) or ∃xB(x) is a positive (negative, strictly positive) subfor-
mula of A, then so is B(r);

(d) ifB → C is a positive (negative) subformula ofA, thenB is a negative
(positive) subformula ofA, andC is a positive (negative) subformula
of A;

(e) if B → C is a strictly positive subformula of A, then so is C .
A strictly positive subformula of A is also called a strictly positive part
(s.p.p.) of A. Note that the set of subformulas of A is the union of the
positive and negative subformulas of A.

Example. (P → Q) → R ∧ ∀xS(x) has as s.p.p.’s the whole formula,
R ∧ ∀xS(x), R, ∀xS(x), S(r). The positive subformulas are the s.p.p.’s
and in addition P; the negative subformulas are P → Q, Q.

1.1.4. Examples of derivations. To motivate the rules for natural de-
duction, let us start with informal proofs of some simple logical facts.

(A→ B → C )→ (A→ B)→ A→ C.
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1.1. Natural deduction 9

Informal proof. Assume A→ B → C . To show: (A→ B)→ A→ C .
So assume A→ B . To show: A→ C . So finally assume A. To show: C .
Using the third assumption twice we haveB → C by the first assumption,
and B by the second assumption. From B → C and B we then obtain C .
Then A → C , cancelling the assumption on A; (A → B) → A → C
cancelling the second assumption; and the result follows by cancelling the
first assumption. �

∀x(A→ B)→ A→ ∀xB, if x /∈ FV(A).

Informal proof. Assume ∀x(A → B). To show: A → ∀xB . So assume
A. To show: ∀xB . Let x be arbitrary; note that we have not made any
assumptions on x. To show: B . We have A→ B by the first assumption.
Hence also B by the second assumption. Hence ∀xB . Hence A → ∀xB ,
cancelling the second assumption. Hence the result, cancelling the first
assumption. �
A characteristic feature of these proofs is that assumptions are intro-
duced and eliminated again. At any point in time during the proof the
free or “open” assumptions are known, but as the proof progresses, free
assumptions may become cancelled or “closed” because of the implies-
introduction rule.
We reserve theword proof for the informal level; a formal representation
of a proof will be called a derivation.
An intuitive way to communicate derivations is to view them as labelled
trees each node of which denotes a rule application. The labels of the
inner nodes are the formulas derived as conclusions at those points, and
the labels of the leaves are formulas or terms. The labels of the nodes
immediately above a node k are the premises of the rule application. At
the root of the tree we have the conclusion (or end formula) of the whole
derivation. In natural deduction systems one works with assumptions at
leaves of the tree; they can be either open or closed (cancelled). Any of
these assumptions carries a marker. As markers we use assumption vari-
ables denoted u, v, w, u0, u1, . . . . The variables of the language previously
introduced will now often be called object variables, to distinguish them
from assumption variables. If at a node below an assumption the depen-
dency on this assumption is removed (it becomes closed) we record this by
writing down the assumption variable. Since the same assumption may
be used more than once (this was the case in the first example above),
the assumption marked with u (written u : A) may appear many times.
Of course we insist that distinct assumption formulas must have distinct
markers. An inner node of the tree is understood as the result of passing
from premises to the conclusion of a given rule. The label of the node then
contains, in addition to the conclusion, also the name of the rule. In some
cases the rule binds or closes or cancels an assumption variable u (and
hence removes the dependency of all assumptions u : A thus marked). An
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10 1. Logic

application of the ∀-introduction rule similarly binds an object variable
x (and hence removes the dependency on x). In both cases the bound
assumption or object variable is added to the label of the node.

Definition. A formula A is called derivable (in minimal logic), written
� A, if there is a derivation of A (without free assumptions) using the
natural deduction rules. A formulaB is called derivable from assumptions
A1, . . . , An, if there is a derivation of B with free assumptions among
A1, . . . , An. Let Γ be a (finite or infinite) set of formulas. We write
Γ � B if the formula B is derivable from finitely many assumptions
A1, . . . , An ∈ Γ.

We now formulate the rules of natural deduction.
1.1.5. Introduction and elimination rules for→ and ∀. First we have an
assumption rule, allowing to write down an arbitrary formula A together
with a marker u:

u : A assumption.

The other rules of natural deduction split into introduction rules (I-rules
for short) and elimination rules (E-rules) for the logical connectiveswhich,
for the time being, are just→ and ∀. For implication→ there is an intro-
duction rule →+ and an elimination rule →− also called modus ponens.
The left premise A → B in →− is called the major (or main) premise,
and the right premise A the minor (or side) premise. Note that with an
application of the →+-rule all assumptions above it marked with u : A
are cancelled (which is denoted by putting square brackets around these
assumptions), and the u then gets written alongside. There may of course
be other uncancelled assumptions v : A of the same formulaA, whichmay
get cancelled at a later stage.

[u : A]

|M
B →+u

A→ B

|M
A→ B

| N
A→−

B

For the universal quantifier ∀ there is an introduction rule ∀+ (again
marked, but now with the bound variable x) and an elimination rule ∀−
whose right premise is the term r to be substituted. The rule ∀+x with
conclusion ∀xA is subject to the following (eigen-)variable condition: the
derivationM of the premise A should not contain any open assumption
having x as a free variable.

|M
A ∀+x∀xA

|M
∀xA(x) r

∀−
A(r)
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